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The sun is smiling on the King’s Royal Park
A baby goo-goos to mamma and pop
Blossoms burst out of joy from the trees
In the Copenhagen summer breeze

I may not...

A crate of Carlsberg as green as the grass
A football lands in the pond with a splash
Tall tales are told of birds and bees
In the Copenhagen summer breeze

Lead Vocal: Nanne Emelie
Piano & Mellotron Strings: Lars Emil Riis Madsen
Double Bass & Spanish Guitar: Yasser Morejon Pino
Drums & Shakers: Stephan Grabowski
Trumpet & Flugelhorn: Alexander Abreu
Percussion: Tira Skamby

With a thousand stories about to unfold
My old man is dozing on the couch
Everybody else is at a picnic you know
Why’s he always such a grouch?

But while I’m sleeping life goes on
In the Copenhagen summer breeze

I may not have all that I want
Or everything I need
But while I’m in here life goes on
In the Copenhagen summer breeze
Moving pictures in the Orangina air
Couples touch and tango in the square
Can we have a little peace and quiet please
In the Copenhagen summer breeze
With a million stories about to unfold
My old man is dozing in his chair
Everybody else is at a party you know
Maybe I should have an affair
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When you hear chaos shatter your widescreen window
And you see crowns explode in your crystal ball
When falling stars are dim and flags are burning
When you’re up and down against the wall …
Stay beautiful, stay beautiful, stay beautiful
When you’re bitten by a smile false bright and empty
And it leaves a bitter trace right beneath your skin
When students stand their ground and tanks are turning
And you still don’t know which way they’ll spin …
Stay beautiful, stay beautiful, stay beautiful
On your wings, rising from the ashes
Since our hope burned down
Silence sings, static pressure crashes
Once upon a town
Stay beautiful, stay beautiful, stay beautiful
On your wings...
Lead Vocal: Nanne Emelie
Piano: Niels Thybo
Double Bass: Yasser Morejon Pino
Drums: Stephan Grabowski
Clarinets: Lars Hartvig
Cellos: Soma Allpass
Backing Vocals: Donna Cadogan
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There is a light all around you
It’s rising every morning
There is a light and it found you
Black tide before the dawning
There is a world when we wake up
It’s spinning almost daily
There is a world when we break up
It teeters rather fraily
Oh, we think we need a ton of attention
The effort is too much to mention
I’m gonna turn turn around
I wanna turn turn around
There is a love right inside of you
It’s beating every second
There is a love there to guide you
You heard it when it beckoned
Oh, to carry it all is one hell of a burden
Two blue tons of woe, that’s for certain
I’m gonna turn turn around
I’m gonna turn turn around
Oh, a night of reflection
The freedom to change your direction
Turn turn around
I’m turning, turn turn around...

Lead Vocal: Nanne Emelie
Piano & Organ Solo: Niels Thybo
Double Bass: Yasser Morejon Pino
Drums, Guiro, Piano & Organ: Stephan Grabowski
Electric Guitar: Rolf Hansen
Tenor & Baritone Sax, Flutes: Lars Hartvig
Percussion: Tira Skamby
Backing Vocals: Donna Cadogan
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Dead sure in my veins
Warm blood on my hands
Cold sweat from his touch on my chest
The seatbelt, the car
Dank gray in the air
Still smell his stale breath on my neck
Gotta get outta this place
Gotta go, gotta run, get away
Cars flying by, blood in my eyes
Driving real fast, away from the past
Out of the blue, the last thing I’ll do

Push open the door, his gun in the drawer
The barrel is steady as steel
Two shots to the head, I’ll let that bitch live
And pocket his piece with the keys
Neon array, the velvet decay
Black & white scene, the flickering screen
Out of the blue, the last thing I’ll do
Cars flying by, blood in my eyes
Driving real fast, away from the past
Out of the blue, the last thing I’ll do
The last thing I’ll do

Dear Dad and Step-Mom
Blackout afternoon
Sick grin frozen over her face
The loose ceiling fan
His family demands
Steel spring digging into my back
Gotta get out of this place
Gotta go, gotta drive, drive away
Cars flying by, blood in my eyes
Driving real fast, away from the past
Out of the blue, the last thing I’ll do
Neon array, the velvet decay
Black & white scene, the flickering screen
Out of the blue, the last thing I’ll do
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